Candidates offer post-campaign reflections on 1981 election

By Joe Cullen

n his campaign for the position of student president, Ben O'Dell talked about his plan to work on 'some key issues' that he felt were important to the student body. He also said that he would try to make sure that the student government was more visible on campus.

"I'm not a leader," O'Dell said. "I'm a student. I'm here to serve the students and make sure that their voices are heard.

"I think that the student government can do a better job of communicating with the students," he added. "We need to be more open and transparent, and we need to make sure that we're working for the students, not just for the students who are already involved in the government."
Defending Entertainment

Elections are over and congratulations are in store for all the winning candidates.
Now that the once fierce has been declared and the scene has cleared, we can look back and clear up some misunderstandings.

It seemed that the Entertainment Commission had had the support of the majority of candidates who ran, apparently in support of the commission.

The question of whether or not the $2,000 profit tag for the "Apocalypse Now" was levied without immunity by the amounts of students that turned out to see the movie. Twenty hundred dollars is a chunk for two guys who have never shown interest in the club.

Also, the nature of entertainment is that money be spent in a sustainable understated way. This is not to excise the entertainment industry and industrial entertainment, but on certain contracts. Far from it, entertainment should have a budget for entertainment. It has not been shown that the commission has a flexibility only to cope with the demands of providing entertainment at the right and reasonable cost.

As far as the headline is concerned, the Entertainment Committee has nothing to do with the playing stage of that building. The building is a project of the Student Administration Council (SAC) which has only been working with Entertainment in order or properly design the building. The money for the building will be disbursed by outside directors with the school giving matching funds. It will not be paid for by student fees, even if sometimes.

Overall there was not enough evidence in this papers to suggest that the candidates did offer conclusive solutions to their views, and that in the state of this community, was one of misinformation and a lack of quick talk and public remedy political tactics to cover the gap.

Outgoing SGA President praises recent elections

Thank you! The elections came off unexpectedly well, with IUP's firstever election of a female president, George and public political victory that would have made Indiana. The poll this year was much better.

I want to thank all of the candidates for making this past semester possible and at the same time to try and get the new leadership.

Where does the S.G.A. go, now? Well, for the next month, we will be having a Lower Level Pub, with the Student Government. During that time we will be helping the new administration from the Student Government. I would like to thank all of the new candidates for running, you were not paid in time and effort.

I think we could all agree, that we have made a great step up. I wish that all of the candidates could have come together and talked about what we have done and how we can improve.

John Rohley SGA President

Holistic medicine program dispensed

San Diego to host a comprehensive holistic medicine program.

The premise behind this program is a new interest in holistic medicine that is rapidly gaining in popularity. The program, which is being held at the San Diego State University, will focus on the holistic approach to health and wellness.

The program will cover a variety of topics, including but not limited to: nutrition, herbal medicine, acupressure, yoga, and meditation. Participants will have the opportunity to learn from experienced practitioners and gain a deeper understanding of the holistic approach to health.

The program is open to the general public, and will be held on the campus of San Diego State University. For more information, please contact the program coordinator at holism@uds.edu.
Registration and Records office informs students

Dear Students,

Office of Registration and Records office and Records.

Incoming students, please note the following:

- Freshmen, please register immediately to ensure timely placement in courses.
- Transfer students, provide official transcripts to schedule classes.
- All students, check the catalog for course availability and prerequisites.

Deadline to register for Spring 2023 is approaching.

Best regards,

Office of Registration and Records

---

Students and Faculty able to: sign out equipment

You can sign out equipment on an overnight basis or weekends with your ID card. This includes: textbooks, calculators, and other items as per the university's policies. Make sure to return equipment on time to avoid fines or penalties.

---

Students and Faculty able to: sign out equipment

You can sign out equipment on an overnight basis or weekends with your ID card. This includes: textbooks, calculators, and other items as per the university's policies. Make sure to return equipment on time to avoid fines or penalties.
Zeta 7 revamps programming to 'ease listening'

Said the director of the change came from the "pop sound" of the Nashville Broadcasting Corporation. The Fort Lauderdale branch company owns radio stations in Miami, Nashville, and Honolulu. Zeta said the Honolulu station is already going to the MOR format and the one in Nashville is following suit.

"It could be a portent of the future," Zeta said. "You'll see more stations making a move in this direction."

For more information, contact Zeta's offices.

Locomotion Vaudeville performs March 28

By Tom Liske

Locomotion Vaudeville consists of four very talented women: Bonnie, Elly, Ginny, and Robin French and they're promised to show you a good time. Locomotion's show is a blast or other, it's a street gun right out of the Vaudeville era.

They pledge charming talents, hell, and signs, too, performing a variety of acts, magic, and songs. They will also present you with a selection of songs. They promise to keep you entertained with a blend of pop and show tunes.

Locomotion is a new concept for Vaudeville and it's their first time in the area. They are looking forward to a great response from the audiences.

Film Committee wants suggestions

Archench club formed

An archer's club has been formed on campus for the beginners or advanced archers. The club will be open to all members of the university, and meetings will be held weekly.

Mr. Tucker's

Mr. Tucker's will be open on Sunday, March 24, from 4 to 6 p.m. They will be serving pizza, sandwiches, and drinks. All proceeds will go to the archery club.

Catholic Mass 10 a.m. & 10 p.m.

Protestant Services 11:15 a.m.

Common Purpose Room

University Center

Every Sunday
Rice student and brother sail to California from Florida

On April 28th, 1971, two young men set sail from Daytona Beach, Florida, aboard a 50-foot Gulf City to return to their home town later the same year. This was the beginning of an adventure that would last for a lifetime and forever change their lives.

The brothers, who were students at the University of Texas, were determined to explore the world and to do so in a unique way. They decided to sail across the Atlantic Ocean, a trip that would take them to the other side of the world.

The journey was not without its challenges. They faced storms, rough seas, and equipment failures. But they persevered and continued on their journey.

Upon arrival in their new home, they were met with a hero's welcome. They were invited to speak at conferences and to share their story with others.

The brothers returned to the United States in 1973, having completed their journey. They were hailed as heroes and their story was featured in the media.

The experience was life-changing for the brothers. They learned valuable lessons about perseverance, determination, and the power of human spirit.

The brothers went on to have successful careers in different fields. They enjoyed a lifetime of adventure and exploration, and their story continues to inspire others today.

The brothers are now retired and enjoy their time sailing and traveling around the world. They continue to share their story with others and to inspire others to pursue their dreams.

The experience of sailing across the Atlantic Ocean was a turning point in their lives. It taught them the value of hard work, determination, and perseverance. They are grateful for the opportunity to have had such an adventure and to have shared their story with others.

The story of the brothers and their journey is a testament to the power of human spirit and the importance of taking risks and pursuing our dreams.
AHP prepares for Greek Week

By Mo 2

The last task of fall! Our football team, headed by our distinguished VP Larry Smith, received the Designated Title last week by defeating the Indians and the Most Memorable. The team carried off the students' games all season. Great job, Greek Week, keep us eye out for the next one!

DIVE
THE BEAUTIFUL KEYS!
2 DAYS 6 DIVES
$75.00

March 21, 22
Limited Space on 60ft. Yacht for more Information
call 255-0779 or 255-9322

THE ALL NEW
UNCLE WALDO'S
NEW OWNERS NEW ATMOSPHERE NEW POOL TABLES

COUPLES NIGHT MONDAYS 9-12 Vagazy pool
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT THURS. 8PM
POOL TOURNAMENT 9PM.

If You Like Shooting Pool, You'll Love Uncle Waldo's

FREE PROFESSIONAL POOL INSTRUCTION
$1/PRICE FOR COUPLES ON SAME TABLE
BEER ★ WINE ★ PIZZA ★ SANDWICHES
225 Volusia Ave. Daytona Beach (904) 252-3699
OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-3AM

$1000 REWARD FOR ANY 8 BALL SCAMMER

Chauffeur Service Available

AAS to sell hamburgers at Spring Fling 81

by Brian Daddy, Infol Officer

Maybe we should have had a beer at the end, rather than at the beginning. We didn't have enough people, but a few people came out and we got the job done. Every Delta Chi should know how to properly run a "real estate" business. 10 people we had was the best. There's also a chance that people like being there because it was cold. The people who stayed in didn't feel like doing anything. It looked like a lot of people decided to do something else. The noise level was incredible. 100 people in the area and everyone was at the Fling. We were the only ones there. Everyone was screaming. We were the only ones there. Everyone was screaming.

On the weekend's agenda was the great Delta Chi beach party. Let me tell you, the classic was running that night. It started to rain and everyone enjoyed the party. We had a great time, but we had to leave early. We really wanted to stay for the weekend and we were there for the whole weekend. We were trying to stay under the sky, but it was the best. We had a great time, we had a great time. We really wanted to stay for the weekend and we were there for the whole weekend. We were trying to stay under the sky, but it was the best.

It was only a shame that people didn't like it because it was cold. The people who stayed in didn't feel like doing anything. It looked like a lot of people decided to do something else. The noise level was incredible. 100 people in the area and everyone was at the Fling. We were the only ones there. Everyone was screaming. We were the only ones there. Everyone was screaming. It looked like a lot of people decided to do something else. The noise level was incredible.

Villa Flora From $69,900
In A Country Club Community.

Spring Fling this is your last chance. With a $60,000 1,500 and 2,000 square foot home with a view of the Atlantic and ocean views. For the future resident a $100,000 100 square foot home with a view of the ocean. A $125,000 1,500 square foot home with a view of the ocean and a $150,000 2,000 square foot home with a view of the ocean. A $125,000 1,500 square foot home with a view of the ocean.

For more information, please call 781-5805.

Spring Fling this is your last chance. With a $60,000 1,500 and 2,000 square foot home with a view of the Atlantic and ocean views. For the future resident a $100,000 100 square foot home with a view of the ocean. A $125,000 1,500 square foot home with a view of the ocean and a $150,000 2,000 square foot home with a view of the ocean.

For more information, please call 781-5805.
The 'Winged Sig' pledges looking good

By Bruce Atzen

Last week was a key one for the UUCP Chapter of Sigma Chi, as Brainard and Pledge alike look the opportuni-
ty to improve past year's, week's Birthday Day frac-
tions. However, there were


The Rev. guides Christian Fellowship

By Betty Helsel

In my article last week I said that our meeting last Fri-
day would be of one new gen-
teration. It turned out to be
ter than anyone expected.
The band, the delightful, and
the average that was going on.
Everyone had a great time.
Our guest speaker that week was the Rev. D. E. Willson of
county. Everyone is the club thanks
her for speaking to us.

But we're not just about
neighboring off in those around
who the things they like with the
Habilitation of Jim. We also

Tension

Florida State Green


to the horde of

of the

\"victory\"

on the

\"victory\"

on the


Bakkis\'s study, in turn, may have been

Mary Ellen Fitzpatrick

MILLER REPRESENTATIVES FOR
EMBRY RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY

MARY ELLYN IS YOUR MILLER REPRESENTATIVE HERE AT EMBRY RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY. SHE IS HERE TO MAKE YOUR PARTY OR EVENT A SUCCESS; PLEASE CONTACT HER FOR IDEAS, EQUIPMENT, AND FINISH PRODUCTS ON CAMPUS CONTACT HER THROUGH BOX 5454.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE S.R. PERROTT, INC. 672-2275.
By Doug Finer

Sports Editor

At the rate of spring start under the hot Florida and Alberta skis, we always like to take a state of predicting the upcoming season's major football trends. We have seen our share of

braves and the tough National League. This week we'll give my predictions on the National League and 1-2-3 will feature on the American League.

Last year the National League Eastern Division was won by the Eagles until the last minute of that week. The Eagles defeated the Lions in all divisional contests, and the Lions were the surprise team in the Eastern. With the Eagles' loss to the Lions in the Eastern, they will lose the Western. The New York Mets will do it this year.

With the reception of Dave Kappel and Barry Harris, the Mets get the starting hitting they've been waiting for last year. The Mets haven't had an adequate hitting combination. If they want to be in the opener, they will do it with the Mets.

In the Western Division, the Atlanta Braves cannot be counted out. Manager and Murphy cannot forget who is their own, and will improve. Championship clubs with good pitching and batting, they pretty good this year. The great Chicago last year Atlanta had many powerful players. The Chicago Cubs have an adequate hitter in a field now. The Braves will be right there. The Atlanta Braves will be the winners, especially with Dave Bethel joining in all real starting pitching stuff. If J.D. Richard can throw the ball, the starting hitting stuff can be the team in the Eastern.

The Dodgers could be right there. They should improve their hitting this year, and with the loss of Bob Feller they have a lot of speed on the base paths. The Braves have been the hottest team this far this year and it does look like the Atlanta will be the winner this year.

The Yankees are a very good team. They must get better last year will wear some site there too. Thethagores for Dallas Cowboys will be plenty to think in August and they should be driving by September.

What can you say about the Cubs? They just aboutextended my hope of a little run away to Brady and really didn't expect things went well. Barry Blockner the main man now with Satter and Kango are gone. Richter needs to have a big of the Cubs, they have any hope at all.

At the Western Division, the Atlanta Braves cannot be counted out. Manager and Murphy cannot forget who is their own, and will improve. Championship clubs with good pitching and batting, they pretty good this year. The great Chicago last year Atlanta had many powerful players. The Chicago Cubs have an adequate hitter in a field now. The Braves will be right there. The Atlanta Braves will be the winners, especially with Dave Bethel joining in all real starting pitching stuff. If J.D. Richard can throw the ball, the starting hitting stuff can be the team in the Eastern.

The Dodgers could be right there. They should improve their hitting this year, and with the loss of Bob Feller they have a lot of speed on the base paths. The Braves have been the hottest team this far this year and it does look like the Atlanta will be the winner this year.

The Yankees are a very good team. They must get better last year will wear some site there too. Thethagores for Dallas Cowboys will be plenty to think in August and they should be driving by September.

Bowling news;

Greg Smith takes high game for men, Gayle Feinstein takes women's high series

By Laurie Foster

Vice-President

On March 9, 1984, it was revealed that the Richmond Bowling bowled nothing but 300 games being arranged at night. The total was 198.

High scores last week. The high score went to Greg Smith with a mens 300. Fred Wolters with a high in record with a score of 294 and latest, Carole Davis bowled a high with a score of 227.

The remainder of the top 10 high games includes the following: Greg Rock, 216; Dave Conover, 216; Howard Pad-


Shampoo, Haircut, and Blow-Dry $10.00

With an E.R.A.U. I.D.

STUDIO ONE GUARANTEES

We will never knowingly dissatisfy you. If for any reason the quality of our services does not completely satisfy you, we will correct the situation at no charge and at our discretion

We have the tools, products, and the knowhow. We carefully analyze the needs and requirements with your satisfaction.

FREE Pitcher of Beer or Soda with Large 3 item combination pizza

FREE 2 glasses Beer or Soda with Small 3 item combination pizza

For Good Creek Style Pizza, Grinders, Subs, and Dinners

Come to the Pantheon Pizza #2

Good only at
Foxboro Plaza Location
1347 Beveller
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National League prediction: Braves will take flag

"By Doug Finer

Sports Editor"

"At the rate of spring start under the hot Florida and Alberta skis, we always like to take a state of predicting the upcoming season's major football trends. We have seen our share of

braves and the tough National League. This week we'll give my predictions on the National League and 1-2-3 will feature on the American League.

Last year the National League Eastern Division was won by the Eagles until the last minute of that week. The Eagles defeated the Lions in all divisional contests, and the Lions were the surprise team in the Eastern. With the Eagles' loss to the Lions in the Eastern, they will lose the Western. The New York Mets will do it this year.

With the reception of Dave Kappel and Barry Harris, the Mets get the starting hitting they've been waiting for last year. The Mets haven't had an adequate hitting combination. If they want to be in the opener, they will do it with the Mets.

In the Western Division, the Atlanta Braves cannot be counted out. Manager and Murphy cannot forget who is their own, and will improve. Championship clubs with good pitching and batting, they pretty good this year. The great Chicago last year Atlanta had many powerful players. The Chicago Cubs have an adequate hitter in a field now. The Braves will be right there. The Atlanta Braves will be the winners, especially with Dave Bethel joining in all real starting pitching stuff. If J.D. Richard can throw the ball, the starting hitting stuff can be the team in the Eastern.

The Dodgers could be right there. They should improve their hitting this year, and with the loss of Bob Feller they have a lot of speed on the base paths. The Braves have been the hottest team this far this year and it does look like the Atlanta will be the winner this year.

The Yankees are a very good team. They must get better last year will wear some site there too. Thethagores for Dallas Cowboys will be plenty to think in August and they should be driving by September.

What can you say about the Cubs? They just aboutextended my hope of a little run away to Brady and really didn't expect things went well. Barry Blockner the main man now with Satter and Kango are gone. Richter needs to have a big of the Cubs, they have any hope at all.

At the Western Division, the Atlanta Braves cannot be counted out. Manager and Murphy cannot forget who is their own, and will improve. Championship clubs with good pitching and batting, they pretty good this year. The great Chicago last year Atlanta had many powerful players. The Chicago Cubs have an adequate hitter in a field now. The Braves will be right there. The Atlanta Braves will be the winners, especially with Dave Bethel joining in all real starting pitching stuff. If J.D. Richard can throw the ball, the starting hitting stuff can be the team in the Eastern.

The Dodgers could be right there. They should improve their hitting this year, and with the loss of Bob Feller they have a lot of speed on the base paths. The Braves have been the hottest team this far this year and it does look like the Atlanta will be the winner this year.

The Yankees are a very good team. They must get better last year will wear some site there too. Thethagores for Dallas Cowboys will be plenty to think in August and they should be driving by September.

The Project may be the key note this year, but they are getting old and have a very expensive pitching staff. I don't think we are more from this year.

According to the National Football yearbook, the Detroit Lions will win the Eastern Division. They have an all-star defense this year and the Lions are given a strong chance to win the Eastern. The Lions have been a top team in the Eastern and will be in the opener too.

The Atlanta Braves can be counted as a major team in the Eastern, but they don't have the pitching to compete in the opener. The Braves will be right there, and will compete.

The Cubs have been a strong team this year, and with the loss of Bob Feller they have a lot of speed on the base paths. The Braves have been the hottest team this far this year and it does look like the Atlanta will be the winner this year.

The Yankees are a very good team. They must get better last year will wear some site there too. Thethagores for Dallas Cowboys will be plenty to think in August and they should be driving by September.

For those of you who thought that the Yankees still right in the running in mid-season was just a lot at the bowing standings. There are eight teams that feel still have a chance of taking the first place position, 1972 is facing the pack with a 25-15 record, while the Old Graybeards are in the lead. They all have an excellent chance of taking the top two team standings.

I'll have to take the Vols to the top in the South, but for their insignificant performance on the field, they have the talent and skill to compete in the opener. Their course will be the top in the South.

The Indianapolis Colts are in the top two teams in the American League. They have an all-star defense and should win the American.

The Detroit Lions will win the Western Division. They have an all-star defense this year and the Lions are given a strong chance to win the Eastern. The Lions have been a top team in the Eastern and will be in the opener too.

The Atlanta Braves can be counted as a major team in the Eastern, but they don't have the pitching to compete in the opener. The Braves will be right there, and will compete.

The Cubs have been a strong team this year, and with the loss of Bob Feller they have a lot of speed on the base paths. The Braves have been the hottest team this far this year and it does look like the Atlanta will be the winner this year.

The Yankees are a very good team. They must get better last year will wear some site there too. Thethagores for Dallas Cowboys will be plenty to think in August and they should be driving by September.
Alpaha ETA Rho wins Western Division

By William Schnick

The Embry-Riddle intercollegiate storefront league featured its regular season in games against this last Sunday with a hard-fought division play-off between Alpha ETA Rho and Sigma Alpha Eta. Both teams came out with lead claims which they had to stay alive in the mix for the division title. The game opened with both teams being held scoreless in the first and second quarter. It was mainly due to the length defensive play led to produce Embry-Riddle to Alpha ETA Rho and Morris Emerson of Sigma Alpha Eta. Alpha ETA Rho managed to send eight men to the plate, scoring four runs and leading to Alpha Eta Rho.

The fifth, sixth, and seventh inning provided an exciting opportunity for either team with each scoring two runs leaving the games after six with a score of 4-4 favor of Alpha ETA Rho.

In the seventh inning Alpha ETA Rho put the ring on the sixth when Brian Lutman scored a run, which was hit well by the lead-off hitter and led to the final win for Alpha ETA Rho. The Sigma Alpha Eta line-up for the post-season began with the Alpha ETA Rho, and the line-up was as follows: Wright, Morris Emerson, Michael Johnson, and five other players.

The Alpha ETA Rho lineup for the second division championship with a final score of 4-4, won games as well covered as this, the next two weeks of playoffs and conference should focus on being a real sightseeing event with plenty of entertainment and action.

Sports ed -

(Please see page 2)

Sellers and Peppes, Unusual Attribute, Lancers, Brave Blind, and the Unknowns. All of these eight teams are within five games of first place and hopefully will be ready to play off Friday night.

As a fold closing declarant, I'd like to bring this to the attention of all the students that there is a Fraternity Social party on March 22 at 11:00 p.m., the game will be at Dafford Park off Dafford Road. Student participation and spirit would be appreciated, and come out and cheer for your team.